Madvac® Compact Sweepers & Vacuum Equipment

CNG option available
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About Madvac®

Madvac® is the world’s leading manufacturer of outdoor litter collection equipment. We are unique among vacuum manufacturers; we offer a comprehensive range of machines to meet your specific application, lifetime warranty on our impeller fan since “no debris passes through the fan”, vacuum compacts litter 2:1 ratio and all our models can operate in wet and dry conditions with zero dust emissions.

Madvac® LP61 Portable Vacuum Litter Collector and Spill Clean-Up System

- Compact, lightweight and ease of use
- Fork lift and front loader ready
- Easily transported using; a standard pick-up with 6-ft box, rough terrain vehicle or tow behind trailer conversion with standard hitch
- Spill clean-up option with absorbent container & storage compartment (Hazmat recovery)

Madvac® LN50 Vacuum Litter Collector with Assisted Arm

- Simple, low cost operation and maintenance
- High operator seating for safety and visibility
- Assisted hydraulic arm controlled via joystick (up/down)
- Wander hose collects litter up to 15 feet away
- 48” Wide vacuum head option
- CNG engine option available

Madvac® LR50 Vacuum Litter Collector with Robotic Arm

- Only fully robotic arm on the market, simple operation eliminating fatigue with 270-degree arm movement
- Intuitive arm control via 6-position joystick for effortless use
- High operator seating and cab offering protection from the elements
- Street legal Lighting package
- Wander hose collects litter up to 15 feet way
- 48” Wide vacuum head option
- CNG engine option available
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Madvac® LR100 Vacuum Litter Collector with Robotic Arm

- High profile approach to cost-effective vacuuming
- Lightweight, compact and easy to operate
- Intuitive arm control via 6-position joystick for effortless use
- High dumping SST hopper – 1 cubic yard capacity
- 48” Wide vacuum head option
- Ergonomic cab with optional air conditioning

Madvac® LS100 Vacuum Litter Sweeper

- Effectively collects and vacuums on variety of surfaces
- Patented straight-through suction system
- Variable path width for easy collection; from 44” to 89”
- Sharp turning radius, power steering, joystick controls, fully articulating brushes

Madvac® PS300 Pedestrian Vacuum Litter Sweeper

- People-friendly sweeper for areas with high pedestrian traffic
- Sweeps, vacuums and sanitizes surfaces
- Keeps operator and passerby dust-free; zero dust emissions
- Wander hose for hard-to-reach places
- Easy access for routine maintenance
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Madvac® machines are used worldwide because:
They work. They last. They pay for themselves. Fast!
Madvac® extensive line of outdoor litter collectors and sweeping equipment offers total efficiency, top performance, absolute cleanliness and superior safety.

Litter pickup has never been easier than with a Madvac®.